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Transport models have successfully described many aspects  of intermediate energy heavy-ion collision
dynamics. As the energies increase in these models to the ultnxek&istic  regime., L.orentz  covariance  and
causality are  not strictly respected. The standard argument  is that such effects are not important to final results;
but they have not been seriously considered at high energies. We point out how and why these happen, how
serious of a Problem they may be and suggest ways of reducing or eliminating the undesirable effects.

PACS number(s): 25.75.+1,  24.85.+p

1. INTRODUCTION

Experiments like the upcoming nucleus-nucleus collisions
at Btwkhaven’s  Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider will without
doubt open new possibilities to study the properties of
nuclear matter at extreme pressures and temperatures. Of
special interest is the expected phase transition between had-
mnic  and quark-gluon matter. The interpretation of these
complex collisions and the possible generation of a quark-
gluon  plasma poses a major problem: what are the expeti-
mental signatures? In an effort to aid the answering of this
question a theoretical model for the. collision processes that
goes beyond a phenomenological description must be devel-
oped. One possible microscopic approach is to extend the
semiclassical transport theory to high-energy physics [l-s].

physical. These two problems are especially serious in ul-
trarelativistic-  patton  cascades since collision rates are. high,
a& the mean free paths approach the interparticle  distance.
Problems arise from  describing quantom-dynamical  pm-
cesses in a semiclassical picture, and from the demand of
Lorentz  invariance in an equal-time-character simulation.
Where is an acceptable compromise?  And what does accept-
able mean?

Simulations of ultrarelativistic  heavy ion collisions inevi-
tably involve both soft and hard processes. Below some en-
ergy scale, soft or nonpetturbative  phenomena necessitate
phenomenological description. Uncertainty is duly noted but
for the foreseeable future  a rigorous theory  for soft physics is
beyond understanding. However. throughout much of the
collision hard processes dominate which are described by
elementary interactions between quarks, antiquarks  and glu-
ens (pattons)  as essentially semiclassical particles. After par-
ton initialization according to some reasonably chosen
nucleon stmchtre  functions, spacetime propagation is accom-
plished by discretizing  time into units  A?,, and updating
phase space densities according to relativistic transport equa-
tions including a crucial collision term.

Scattering processes in this theoretical framework are as-
sumed to be nonretarded  which, on a microscopic level,
leads to information transport with velocities that can ap-
preach &%/At,,, where tr is the parton-parton  cross sec-
tion. That is, it can increase without reasonable bound.  As
energies for the individual interactions decrease the corm-
spending  cross sections increase. The timestep At,, is for
reasons of convergence chosen to be less than the parton
mean free paths divided by their velocities: of the order a
few thousandths of a fmlc. ‘IXvo problems occur immedi-
ately: Ott a macmstiopic  level a series of subsequent causal-
ity violating interactions can lead to shock waves pmpagat-
ing faster than the speed of light. ‘Ibis is clearly unphysical.
On a microscopic level the time ordering of the incoming
and outgoing pattons  of a scattering process becomes frame
dependent and Lorentz  covariaoce  is lost - this also is tm-

These are the rather technical questions we address in this
study, while in [9] we are more focussing  on the physics of
parton  cascade codes. Our paper is organized in the follow-
ing way. In Sec. II we describe in some detail the origin of
superluminous  information transport on a macroscopic scale
and suggest some first steps to eliminate it. Then in Sec. Ill
we move toward microscopic physics and provide math-
ematical details for origins of unphysical effects. Whenever
cross sections are finite. and action-at-a-distance influences
particle trajectories these problems inevitably arise. Section
IV deals with the resulting frame-of-reference dependence of
the simulation. In Sec. V we describe our version of a pat-ton
cascade implementation. At this stage we have only initial-
ization and temporal development through much of the hard
physics. Later stages including hadmnization  are ignored
since they are outside the scope of this work. Then in Sec. VI
we compare several different schemes which reduce or elimi-
nate superluminous  transport. Methods include simply block-
ing collisions or tnmcations,  scaling the cross sections  dowo-
ward while increasing the number of particles, and
suppressing low-energy collisions. We also consider so-
called wee partons  as a different way to define the initial
conditions of the simulation, and point out  how much this
scheme affe@  causality violating mechanisms. Finally, in
Sec. VII we conclude by briefly summarizing, and by dis-
cussing the outlook for future  studies.

II. MACROSCOPIC CAUSALITY VIOLATIONS

Superltinotts  macroscopic information transport occurs
mainly in the transverse (perpendicttlar  to the beam) direc-
tion. The signal can travel over the diameter of the cross
section tr in a single time step and then c&tnte.  this pmpa-
gation  from time step to time step. Transverse signal veloci-
ties can therefore reach &/At w over several time steps,
one is reminded of a chain of falling domiitces.  The situation
is depicted in Fig. 1 for such a transport.
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